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Blockage Intelligence in Complex Environments
for Beyond 5G Localization

Gianluca Torsoli , Student Member, IEEE, Moe Z. Win , Fellow, IEEE, and Andrea Conti , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Location awareness is vital for several applications
in wireless ecosystems, including fifth generation (5G) and beyond
networks defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP). However, complex wireless environments such as indoor
factories are characterized by harsh multipath propagation and
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, which are detrimental to
localization accuracy. This paper introduces the concept of
blockage intelligence (BI) to provide a probabilistic description of
wireless propagation conditions. Then, it discusses its integration
in both conventional and soft information (SI)-based localization
algorithms. Case studies are presented in the 3GPP indoor fac-
tory scenario with various gNodeBs (gNBs) deployments. Results
show that BI together with SI-based localization significantly out-
performs existing localization techniques. The rich information
provided by BI is vital to perform accurate localization in 5G and
beyond networks operating in complex wireless environments.

Index Terms— 5G, localization, NLOS identification, wireless
networks, industrial IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCATION AWARENESS is a key enabler for a myriad of
applications in fifth generation (5G) and beyond wireless

networks [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], including autonomy [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], smart environments [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], assets
tracking [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], and Internet-of-Things
(IoT) [21], [22], [23], [24]. In particular, with the rapid transi-
tion towards Industry 4.0, the interest in accurate localization
for Industrial IoT (IIoT) applications is increasing rapidly [25],
[26], [27], [28]. The localization requirements in 5G networks
for the different applications are defined by 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) in terms of key performance indi-
cators (KPIs) which include accuracy, latency, and availability
[29]. However, fulfilling such requirements in complex wire-
less environments is particularly challenging. Industrial sites
are complex wireless environments, typically characterized by
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a large number of metallic surfaces and machines, which
determine heavy multipath propagation and frequent non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions [30]. These impairments are
particularly detrimental to localization accuracy, especially at
millimeter waves [31], [32], [33].

According to current 3GPP specifications, localization in
5G networks relies on processing single-value estimates
(SVEs) extracted from the received waveforms such as time
difference-of-arrival (TDOA), round-trip time (RTT), and
angle-of-departure (AOD) through conventional SVE-based
algorithms. To improve localization performance, also infor-
mation on additional paths for multipath mitigation and NLOS
identification can be employed [34], [35], [36], [37], [38].
However, SVE-based localization algorithms are typically
unable to satisfy the KPI requirements for IIoT applications
due to the insufficient positional information encapsulated in
SVEs [39]. In this context, 3GPP study items for Release
18 are investigating the use of machine learning (ML) and
artificial intelligence to improve 5G networks localization
and communication capabilities [40]. The support to ML
solutions is fundamental to enable more effective algorithms
for localization in 5G and beyond wireless networks [41],
[42]. In particular, soft information (SI)-based localization
can effectively leverage ML techniques to overcome the
limitations of conventional SVE-based algorithms [43], [44].
Specifically, SI-based localization makes use of probabilistic
models to characterize the relationship between measurements,
contextual information, and user equipment (UE) position in
5G and beyond networks [5]. However, the extraction of
SI from SVEs provided by 5G measurements alone may
be insufficient to provide accurate localization in complex
wireless environments, such as industrial scenarios. To address
this issue, NLOS identification can be seamlessly integrated
in SI-based localization [43]. However, conventional NLOS
identification techniques provide binary information that is not
able to provide rich information on the wireless propagation
conditions [37], [45], [46]. Moreover, the prior geometrical or
statistical characterization of the wireless environments typi-
cally required by such methods is not always available [38],
[47], [48]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop more effective
NLOS identification techniques, able to provide richer and
more flexible information.

Fundamental questions related to NLOS identification for
5G networks in complex wireless environments are:
• how the positional information encapsulated in the 5G

received signals can be leveraged to enhance NLOS
identification; and
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Fig. 1. Pictorial view of SVE-based localization, SI-based localization and SI-based localization with BI. The red annulus indicates a gNB, the blue circle
indicates the real UE position and the cross indicates the estimated position. The hatched polygons represent obstacles that determine NLOS conditions. The
coordinates on the axis are in meters.

• what is the performance gain that a probabilistic charac-
terization of NLOS conditions can provide to localization
algorithms?

The answers to these questions will enable the develop-
ment of localization techniques able to fulfill service-level
requirements for 5G and beyond wireless networks operating
in complex wireless environments. The goal of this paper is to
provide a probabilistic representation of wireless propagation
conditions, referred to as blockage intelligence (BI), that can
be integrated into both SVE-based and SI-based localization.
On the one hand, BI can be used to weigh the quality of
measurements in SVE-based localization. On the other hand,
the probabilistic information provided by BI enables to reduce
the uncertainty in SI models, thus improving the localization
accuracy as depicted in Fig. 1. The key idea of BI is to process
the rich information encapsulated in the received signals to
provide a probabilistic characterization of NLOS propagation
conditions. Such approach is particularly suitable for 5G and
beyond wireless networks given the support to soft NLOS
identification values starting from 3GPP Release 17 [49].
Accordingly, we advocate that the integration of BI in the
SI framework is able to provide a new level of accuracy for
localization in 5G and beyond complex wireless environments.

This paper proposes the concept of BI to enhance location
awareness of 5G and beyond networks operating in complex
wireless environments. The key contributions of the paper can
be summarized as follows:
• proposal of BI for providing a probabilistic characteriza-

tion of NLOS propagation conditions;
• development of a low-complexity method for obtaining

BI in complex wireless conditions; and
• quantification of the localization performance gain pro-

vided by BI in the 3GPP indoor factory (InF) scenario.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II briefly describes localization in 5G networks.
Section III introduces a method for obtaining BI and discusses
its integration in localization algorithms. Section IV presents
two case studies in 3GPP-standardized InF scenarios. Finally,
Section V gives our conclusions.

Notations: Random variables are displayed in sans serif,
upright fonts; their realizations in serif, italic fonts. Vectors

and matrices are denoted by bold lowercase and uppercase
letters, respectively. For example, a random variable and its
realization are denoted by x and x, respectively; a random
vector and its realization are denoted by x and x, respectively;
a matrix is denoted by X . For a matrix X and a vector x, their
transpose is denoted by XT and xT, respectively. ∥x∥ denotes
the norm of the vector x. Sets are denoted by calligraphic
font. For example, a set is denoted by X . x∗ denotes the
complex conjugate of x; |x| denotes the absolute value of x;
⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer greater or equal to x; The
function fx(x) and, for brevity when possible, f(x) denotes
the probability density function (PDF) of a continuous random
vector x; φ(x; µ,Σ) denotes the PDF of a Gaussian random
vector x with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. Ex|y{·|y}
denotes the expectation with respect to the random variable x
conditional on y = y. The function 1A(x) is equal to 1 if
x ∈ A and 0 otherwise. The notation O(·) is used to indicate
asymptotic complexity.

II. LOCALIZATION IN 5G NETWORKS

Consider a 5G localization network composed of Ng base
stations, namely gNodeBs (gNBs), indexed by j ∈ Ng ={
1, 2, . . . , Ng

}
and with known positions

{
pj

}
j∈Ng

. Based
on a collection of measurements

{
yj

}
j∈Ng

obtained from the
gNBs, it is possible to estimate the UE position. Measurements
may include time-, angle-, or power-based metrics, waveform
samples, and any combination of them. Each measurement yj
is related to a positional feature θj(p) which depends on both
the UE and the gNB positions.1 According to current 3GPP
specifications,

{
yj

}
j∈Ng

must be processed to obtain a set of

SVEs of positional features, denoted by
{
θ̂j

}
j∈Ng

, which can
be used for localization [49].

A. SVEs for 5G Localization

3GPP standardization documents define two reference sig-
nals (RSs), namely the positioning reference signal (PRS)
and the sounding reference signal (SRS) for downlink (DL)

1In the following, the dependence on p of measurements and features will
be omitted for notational brevity.
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and uplink (UL) localization, respectively. While DL local-
ization can rely on the transmission of a PRS from a gNB
to an UE, UL localization can rely on the transmission
of an SRS from an UE to a gNB [50]. PRS and SRS
share a similar structure and are generated as orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals. The PRS
and SRS can be transmitted with different carrier frequen-
cies either in frequency range 1 (FR1) (carrier frequency
between 410 MHz and 7.125 GHz) or frequency range 2
(FR2) (carrier frequency between 24.25 GHz and 52.6 GHz).
RSs transmission can be performed with different numerolo-
gies (i.e., different bandwidth and subcarrier spacings) and
with different time-frequency configurations [51]. By pro-
cessing the received RSs, one can extract SVEs for local-
ization, including time-of-arrival (TOA), TDOA, RTT, and
AOD [50], [52].

TOA is typically determined based on the estimation of the
delay associated with the first path in the cross-correlation
between the transmitted and the received RS. However,
in complex wireless environments, NLOS conditions and
multipath propagation introduce biases in TOA estimates that
are detrimental to localization accuracy. Different approaches
have been explored to mitigate the biases in TOA estimates
[38], [53], [54]. We consider the iterative algorithm proposed
in [55] for TOA estimation, which is briefly reported in the
following. Let r(t) and s(t) be respectively the received and
the transmitted RS (either PRS or SRS) with samples r[n] =
r(nTs) and s[n] = s(nTs), where Ts denotes the sampling
time. Let Rr,s[n] denote the cross-correlation between r[n]
and s[n], which is given by

Rr,s[n] =
Ns−1∑
k=0

r[k] s∗[n− k] (1)

for n = 0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1 where Ns denotes the number of
samples per waveform. At each iteration, the sample associated
with the peak of R[i]

r,s is identified, and then its contribution is
removed from the cross-correlation considered for the next
iteration. After NI iterations the TOA is estimated as the
smallest delay (which corresponds to the first path) detected
during the iterative procedure. The use of TOA measurements
for localization requires accurate synchronization between the
UEs and the gNBs. This represents the main challenge for the
adoption of TOA-based localization and, starting from Release
17, the 3GPP put forth methods for time synchronization of
all the network elements, including the UEs [56]. In partic-
ular, time synchronization is widely considered for 5G and
beyond dedicated wireless networks, especially in industrial
environments [57], [58], [59], [60].

From TOA measurements, RTT measurements are obtained
averaging DL-TOA (obtained from PRS transmission) and
UL-TOA (obtained from SRS transmission). The estimation
of the AOD can be performed if the gNBs are equipped with a
sufficient number of antennas to enable beamforming. Specif-
ically, from multiple PRS transmissions with different beam
orientation angles, the AOD can be estimated by identifying
the beam with the highest reference signal received power
(RSRP) [61].

B. SVE-Based Localization

Conventional SVE-based localization algorithms directly
exploit the SVEs to perform localization. For example, the
least squares (LS) algorithm is widely considered for estimat-
ing the UE position in mobile networks [62], [63], [64]. Let{
θ̂j

}
j∈Ng

be a set of SVEs obtained from the gNBs, then the
UE position is given by

p̂ = arg min
p̃

∥ − θ(p̃)∥
2

(2)

where ∥ − θ(p̃)∥ must be intended in terms of angular
distance for localization with angle-based SVEs and

=
[
θ̂1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂Ng

]T
(3a)

θ(p̃) =
[
θ1(p̃), θ2(p̃), . . . , θNg(p̃)

]T
. (3b)

Note that the use of SVEs only is a limitation to the localiza-
tion accuracy since SVEs are typically unable to fully provide
the positional information encapsulated in the waveform.

C. SI-Based Localization

SI-based localization leverages ML techniques to provide a
probabilistic characterization of the relationship between UE
position, measurements, and environmental information [43].
In particular, this is performed by considering both soft feature
information (SFI) (i.e., the positional information encapsulated
by the measurements), and soft context information (SCI)
(i.e., the positional information related to contextual data).
In a non-Bayesian setting, the SFI related to the SVE θ̂ is
a function of the positional feature as

Lθ̂(θ) ∝ f (θ̂; θ) . (4)

Given a collection of independent SVEs
{
θ̂j

}
j∈Ng

obtained
from different gNBs, a maximum likelihood estimation can be
performed to infer the UE position as2

p̂ = arg max
p̃

∏
j∈Ng

Lθ̂j
(θj(p̃)) . (5)

In addition, SI-based localization enables data-fusion. Specifi-
cally, if each gNB is able to provide conditionally independent
heterogeneous measurements, their SFIs can be efficiently
fused via multiplication [43]. SFI is estimated as proportional
to the joint probability distributions of measurements and
positional features, hereafter referred to as the generative
model. In complex wireless environments, the generative mod-
els cannot be determined a priori and it is necessary to learn
them from the environment via density estimation. We con-
sider generative models in the class of Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) which have been recently demonstrated to
be effective in 5G and beyond wireless networks [44]. Let
x =

[
θ̂ , θ

]T
and z = S(x) where S denotes a data sphering

transformation [65]. Then, the generative model approximation
in terms of GMM is given by

f(z;Ξ) =
Nm∑
i=1

αiφ(z; µi,Σi) (6)

2If also SCI is considered, (5) becomes a maximum a posteriori estimation.
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where Ξ =
{
αi,µi,Σi

}Nm

i=1
is the set of parameters of

the GMM, Nm is the number of Gaussian components, and
αi ∈ R+ are the mixing coefficients such that

∑Nm
i=1 αi = 1.

The use of GMM enables the approximation of complex
densities if Nm and Ξ are accurately estimated. To this end,
given a sphered training dataset

{
zn

}ND

n=1
, an estimate Ξ̂

of the set of parameters can be determined through maxi-
mum likelihood estimation. Specifically, since a closed-form
solution cannot be obtained, Ξ̂ can be approximated through
the expectation-maximization algorithm [66]. Details about
the importance of the dataset dimension for training the SI
generative model can be found in [5].

III. BLOCKAGE INTELLIGENCE

Localization algorithms benefit from the positional infor-
mation provided by NLOS identification. However, the lack
of a probabilistic characterization of NLOS conditions and the
need for prior geometrical knowledge of the environment limit
the potential of NLOS identification in localization. To over-
come such limitations, we exploit the intrinsic information on
wireless propagation encapsulated in the received signals. This
can be obtained by processing the cross-correlation between
the transmitted and the received RSs. On the one hand, such
cross-correlation captures rich information on the wireless
channel conditions; on the other, it is commonly available
and necessary to many ranging algorithms for TOA estimation
[35]. In particular, we consider the positional information
encapsulated in

g[n] =
∣∣Rr,s[n]

∣∣ (7)

for n = 0, 1, . . . , Nc− 1 where Nc = ⌈TM/Ts⌉ and TM is the
maximum path delay such that the received waveform contains
positional information (e.g., TM can be determined based on
the maximum distance between the gNB and the farthest
obstacle or based on the wireless channel delay spread).
Fig. 2 shows an example of realization of g[n] in line-of-
sight (LOS) and NLOS conditions. It can be observed that in
LOS conditions, g[n] exhibits a dominant peak around the
real TOA between the gNB and the UE. Conversely, g[n]
in NLOS conditions is characterized by several peaks with
similar amplitudes spread over a wide time frame. Note that
in such case the highest peak in g[n] is due to a signal replica
caused by multipath propagation.

A. Feature Extraction

Despite the rich information contained in g[n], its use
can be unfeasible for several applications due to its high
dimensionality, especially when the RSs are transmitted with
wide bandwidths. Therefore, a dimensionality reduction step
on g[n] is needed to effectively implement BI. In particular,
a low-dimensional set of features can be computed to extract
the positional information encapsulated by g[n]. Such features
can be selected based on the time and amplitude dispersions
that g[n] exhibits in different propagation conditions [37],
[38], [67], [68]. These characteristics can be quantified by
computing statistical indicators on g[n]. Differently from TOA
estimation, the computation of such statistical indicators for BI

Fig. 2. Example of g[n] in LOS and NLOS conditions considering a UE
in a fixed position distant d = 20m from the gNB and TM = 0.4µs
with perfect syncronization between the gNB and the UE, the real TOA is
d/c ≃ 0.067µs, where c denotes the speed of light.

does not require accurate syncronization between the UE and
the gNBs. Specifically, we evaluate the time dispersion of g[n]
considering its normalized version given by

ğ[n] =
g[n]∑Nc−1

m=0 g[m]
. (8)

Then, it is possible to compute the time dispersion mean,
variance, skewness, and kurtosis, which are respectively given
by

µt =
Nc−1∑
m=0

mTs ğ[m] (9a)

σ2
t =

Nc−1∑
m=0

(
mTs − µt

)2
ğ[m] (9b)

χt =
∑Nc−1
m=0

(
mTs − µt

)3
ğ[m](

σ2
t

) 3
2

(9c)

κt =
∑Nc−1
m=0

(
mTs − µt

)4
ğ[m](

σ2
t

)2 . (9d)

To evaluate the amplitude dispersion, we consider informa-
tion extracted directly from g[n], namely, energy, maximum
value, sample mean, sample variance, sample skewness, and
sample kurtosis which are respectively given by

E =
Nc−1∑
m=0

g[m]2 (10a)

M = max
m

g[m] (10b)

µa =
1
Nc

Nc−1∑
m=0

g[m] (10c)

σ2
a =

1
Nc

Nc−1∑
m=0

(
g[m]− µa

)2
(10d)

χa =
1
Nc

∑Nc−1
m=0

(
g[m]− µa

)3(
σ2

a

) 3
2

(10e)

κa =
1
Nc

∑Nc−1
m=0

(
g[m]− µa

)4(
σ2

a

)2 . (10f)
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The vector of statistical features containing the positional
information exploited by BI is

ν =
[
µt, σ

2
t , χt, κt, E , M, µa, σ

2
a , χa, κa

]T
. (11)

B. BI Probabilistic Model

In this section, the statistical indicators defined in
Section III-A are employed to develop a method for obtaining
BI. The use of a probabilistic characterization of NLOS
propagation conditions enables overcoming the limitation of
binary NLOS identification. In particular, a probabilistic char-
acterization of NLOS propagation conditions can be obtained
considering a two-class supervised classification problem [69].
Let ∈ C =

{
+ 1,−1

}
be a binary random variable which

takes value +1 and −1 for NLOS and LOS propagation
conditions, respectively, and let ∈ Rd be a d-dimensional
random vector of features. By considering an exponential loss
function, a model c(ν) for classification can be obtained as

c(ν) = arg min
c̆ : Rd→R

E | {e− c̆( ) | ν} . (12)

By observing that

E | {e− c( ) | ν} = P{ = +1 | ν} e−c(ν)

+ (1− P{ = +1 | ν}) ec(ν) (13)

∂E | {e− c( ) | ν}
∂c(ν)

= −P{ = +1 | ν} e−c(ν)

+ (1− P{ = +1 | ν}) ec(ν) (14)

and by setting (14) equal to zero, a closed-form solution
for (12) can be obtained as [70]

c(ν) =
1
2

log
(

P{ = +1 | ν}
1− P{ = +1 | ν}

)
. (15)

Hence, the probability of NLOS conditions given a set of
statistical features of the received signal results in

ψ(ν) = P{ = +1 | ν} =
ec(ν)

e−c(ν) + ec(ν)
. (16)

However, solving (12) requires the joint probability distri-
bution of and , which is not known a priori. Therefore, it is
necessary to approximate c(ν) via empirical risk minimization
(ERM) leveraging a training dataset obtained through a mea-
surement campaign. In particular, the choice of an exponential
loss function in (12) enables the use of the Real Adaboost
algorithm for ERM [70]. Such algorithm aims to fit a set
of NL weak learners (i.e., classifiers that perform slightly
better than a random guess) to approximate c(ν) via additive
modeling [71]. This is typically obtained using weak learners
with high bias and low variance such as one-level classification
and regression trees (CARTs). The parameters of the weak
learners are fit iteratively, giving at each iteration an increased
weight to the training samples that were misclassified by the
weak learner fit at the previous iteration [72]. Specifically, let
D =

{
(νn, γn)

}ND

n=1
be a training dataset of ND realizations

of ( , ). Then, the offline (training) phase of the proposed
method for BI proceeds as described in Algorithm 1 [70], [73].

Algorithm 1 BI Model Training

1. Initialize the weights w[0]
n = 1/ND for n = 1, 2, . . . , ND.

2. for m = 1, 2, . . . , NL do
3. Fit a weak learner T [m](ν) to the training data using
the weights w[m]

n .
4. Set the basis function as

β[m](ν) =
1
2

log
(

π̂[m](ν)
1− π̂[m](ν)

)
(17)

where π̂[m](ν) is a NLOS probability estimate obtained
from T [m](ν).
5. Update the training samples weights for the next
iteration as

w[m+1]
n = w[m]

n e−γnβ
[m](νn) . (18)

6. Normalize the weights such that
∑ND
n=1 w

[m+1]
n = 1.

7. end for

In the online phase, the weak learners are combined to
obtain an approximation c̃(ν) of c(ν) which is given by

c̃(ν) =
NL∑
m=1

β[m](ν) (19)

where β[m](ν) is the basis function obtained from the
m-th weak learner.3

The probabilistic information provided by BI can reduce to
conventional binary NLOS identification, hereafter referred to
as discretized blockage intelligence (DBI), by simply applying
a threshold to ψ(ν), i.e.,

ψ̂ =

{
+1, ψ(ν) ⩾ 0.5
−1, ψ(ν) < 0.5

(20)

thus resulting in binary NLOS identification as a special case.
Remark: The proposed framework for BI does not rely on

any specific characteristic of ν. Hence, any quantity which
encapsulates information on the wireless propagation condi-
tions can be exploited by BI. Such information can be both
provided by the 5G network or obtained from different sources
(e.g., inertial sensors, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi).

C. Classification and Regression Trees

One-level CARTs are commonly employed as weak learn-
ers in the Real Adaboost algorithm [70]. In particular, they
split the multidimensional feature space into two regions,
namely, R(φ̂)

+1 and R(φ̂)
−1 , which represent the NLOS and LOS

classification regions, respectively. The vector φ̂ =
[
q̂, η̂

]
contains the parameters that define the regions, i.e., the index
q̂ ∈ Q =

{
1, 2, . . . , d

}
of the single feature exploited by the

one-level CART in the splitting condition and the respective
threshold η̂ ∈ R. Formally, the two regions are given by

R(φ̂)
+1 =

{
ν ∈ Rd : νq̂ ⩾ η̂

}
(21a)

3Note that (19) provides an approximation of c(ν) up to a scale factor.
However, this scale factor does not impact the probabilistic characterization
of NLOS conditions provided ψ(ν) in (16).
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the training phase of the proposed method for BI. The set W [m] = {w[m]
n }ND

n=1 denotes the weights exploited at the m-th iteration.

R(φ̂)
−1 =

{
ν ∈ Rd : νq̂ < η̂

}
. (21b)

Let D =
{
(νn, γn)

}ND

n=1
be a training dataset, and let

P̂+1 and P̂−1 denote the proportion of the training samples
classified as belonging to R(φ)

+1 and R(φ)
−1 , respectively, where

P̂+1 = 1−P̂−1 [71]. Then, in an offline (training) phase, q̂ and
η̂ are obtained by solving the following optimization problem

φ̂ = arg min
φ

L(φ) (22)

where

L(φ) =
∑
c∈C

P̂cGc(φ) (23a)

Gc(φ) =
∑
c′∈C

P̆cc′(φ)(1− P̆cc′(φ)) (23b)

P̆cc′(φ) =

∑
νn∈R(φ)

c
wn 1{c′}(γn)∑

νn∈R(φ)
c

wn
(23c)

and wn is the weight assigned to the n-th training sample.
Equation (23b) is referred to as weighted Gini impurity
measure and it is used as a cost function for (22) [71].
To solve the optimization problem in (22), an approach based
on exhaustive search is typically feasible due to the simple
form of (23a) [71]. Let Vq denote the set of all the values
of the q-th feature among all the νn ∈ D. For each q ∈ Q
and for each η ∈ Vq , (23a) is evaluated, and the couple

[
q̂, η̂

]
which provides the minimum L(φ) is selected to define the
one-level CART splitting condition.

In the online phase, CARTs provide NLOS probability
estimates as

π̂(ν) = P̂+1 1R(φ̂)
+1

(ν) + P̂−1 1R(φ̂)
−1

(ν) . (24)

Fig. 3 depicts a complete flowchart of the training phase of
the proposed method for BI, comprising the use of CARTs as
weak learners.

D. BI Complexity

Assessing the complexity of localization algorithms is fun-
damental to evaluate their suitability to estimate the UE
position with low-latency constraints. The proposed method
for BI relies on a model obtained through adaptive boosting,
whose complexity depends on the type of weak learners
employed. In particular, the proposed method for BI leverages
one-level CARTs, which determine a time complexity for
training of O(dNDNL) and a runtime complexity of O(dNL),
where d = 10 considering the vector of features described
in Section III-A [69]. The low runtime complexity of the
proposed method for BI makes it particularly suitable also
for applications involving reduced capabilities devices, such
as IoT and IIoT applications [74].

E. BI Feature Selection

Feature selection is fundamental to optimize BI and discard
less relevant features. For the proposed implementation of BI,
which exploits one-level CARTs as weak learners, a feature
relevance measure can be obtained by computing the relative
frequency of the use of a feature as a splitting variable for
the NL weak learners [71]. Formally, the relevance of the
q-th feature is given by

Rq =
1
NL

NL∑
m=1

1{q}(q̂[m]) (25)

where q̂[m] is the index of the splitting variable exploited by
the m-th one-level CART.
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Fig. 4. Examples of LOS maps for 3GPP (a) InF-DH Case I scenario; and (b) InF-DH Case II scenario. The colormap indicates the number of gNBs in
LOS conditions for each position in the map and the red annuluses indicate the gNBs positions. The coordinates on the axis are in meters.

F. Integration of BI in SVE-Based Localization

BI can be easily integrated into SVE-based localization
algorithms. For example, the LS algorithm described in
Section II-B can be transformed into a weighted least squares
(WLS) algorithm modifying (2) as follows

p̂ = arg min
p̃

(
− θ

(
p̃)

)T(
I − Ψ

)(
− θ(p̃)

)
(26)

where

Ψ =


ψ(ν1) 0 . . . 0

0 ψ(ν2) . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ψ(νNg)

 (27)

and I is a Ng ×Ng identity matrix [75], [76]. The use of Ψ
enables to weight the contribution of each SVE in

{
θ̂j

}
j∈Ng

using a value equal to the estimated probability that it was
obtained in LOS conditions.

G. Integration of BI in SI-Based Localization

The information provided by NLOS identification can be
integrated into SI-based localization. For example, a binary
NLOS indicator, such as the one provided by DBI, can be
integrated into SI-based localization determining two differ-
ent generative models for NLOS and LOS conditions [43].
Specifically, let ψ̂ be the DBI, with ψ̂ = +1 and ψ̂ = −1
respectively representing the identification of NLOS and LOS
conditions. Also, let the error probability in detecting propa-
gation conditions be defined by

ϵ+1 = P
{
NLOS | ψ̂ = −1

}
(28a)

ϵ−1 = P
{
LOS | ψ̂ = +1

}
. (28b)

The corresponding SFI is then given by

Lθ̂(θ)∝

{
ϵ−1 LL(θ) + (1− ϵ−1)LNL(θ), for ψ̂ = +1
(1− ϵ+1)LL(θ) + ϵ+1 LNL(θ), for ψ̂ = −1

(29)

where LNL(θ) and LL(θ) are SFIs obtained from generative
models tailored to NLOS and LOS propagation conditions,

respectively. However, the approach based on (29) has several
limitations. First of all, conventional NLOS identification
categorizes the possible propagation conditions as binary,
without taking into consideration the different wireless channel
characteristics generated by NLOS propagation. Secondly,
since the models are tailored to one propagation condition,
errors in NLOS identification may harm localization accuracy.

The use of BI can effectively address such issues. In par-
ticular, BI can be integrated directly in the SFI as

Lθ̂,ψ(ν)(θ) ∝ f
,ψ( )

(θ̂, ψ(ν); θ) . (30)

Such approach allows modeling the SFI considering also the
information provided by BI. Thus, the single generative model
can describe a wider variety of situations and also mitigate
errors that may occur in the information provided by the
BI via the learning process. Moreover, the use of a single
model for localization enables reducing the time needed for
the UE localization with respect to the approach in (29).
Note that the use of BI can also be interpreted as a two-step
dimensionality reduction in SI-based localization. Specifically,
the high-dimensional received RS is first processed to obtain a
low-dimensional vector of features and then exploited to obtain
BI for computing a one-dimensional probabilistic indicator
that encapsulates rich positional information. Accordingly, the
information encapsulated by BI can be intended not only as a
probabilistic characterization of NLOS propagation conditions,
but also as a normalized indication of the wireless channel
quality.

IV. CASE STUDIES

This section quantifies the performance gain enabled by BI
to both SVE-based localization and SI-based localization in
complex wireless environments. We evaluate the localization
performance in an industrial factory environment, namely
the 3GPP-standardized InF-dense high (DH) scenario. The
wireless propagation conditions of such scenario are mod-
eled to represent a cluttered environment, characterized by a
high density of metallic machinery with irregular structures
[77]. Therefore, the InF-DH is a complex wireless scenario,
with critical NLOS conditions and multipath propagation.
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Fig. 5. EPMF of the number of wireless links in LOS conditions for the
two cases considering a UE randomly deployed in the scenario.

TABLE I
MAIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Results are reported in terms of empirical cumulative distri-
bution function (ECDF) F̆ (eh) of the horizontal localization
error eh, for two different case studies in the InF-DH scenario.
Specifically, Case I consists of the baseline configuration
in [39] with 18 gNBs, while Case II considers a different
deployment where only 12 gNBs of the original layout are
available. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show the gNBs deployment
for the two case studies considered. The background of
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of LOS map (i.e., a map which
represents the number of gNBs in LOS conditions for each
position), in the two case studies considered. Moreover, Fig. 5
reports the empirical probability mass function (EPMF) of
the number of gNBs in LOS for a UE randomly deployed
in the two cases. The localization performance is evaluated
in FR1 and FR2 with carrier frequencies of 3.5 GHz and
28 GHz, respectively [39]. The bandwidths of the PRS and
of the SRS are 100 MHz in FR1 and 400 MHz in FR2. The
SVEs considered for localization in both FR1 and FR2 are
DL-TOA, UL-TOA and RTT. AOD measurements are also
considered in FR2 [39].

Results are obtained in conditions fully compliant with
3GPP specifications. This enables to evaluate the performance
gain provided by BI under common 3GPP settings considered

Fig. 6. Histogram of the feature relevance for the proposed BI method in
the 3GPP-standardized InF-DH scenario for RSs transmitted in FR1 and FR2.

by companies and research institutions for comparing local-
ization in 5G and beyond wireless networks. Specifically, the
RSs are generated according to [51] and [78], and all the RSs
parameters, including time-frequency allocation, periodicity,
and sequence allocation are implemented according to [39].
The InF-DH wireless channels are generated based on the sta-
tistical models defined in [77] through the QuaDRiGa channel
simulator [79], [80]. The NLOS conditions in the scenario
are determined according to the NLOS probability model
for the InF-DH scenario [77]. Moreover, both the wireless
channel and the NLOS conditions are generated with spatial
consistency according to [77]. All the setting parameters,
including, transmitted power, equivalent isotropically radiated
power (EIRP) and radiation patterns of both UEs and gNBs
are set according to [39] and summarized in Table I. For
each scenario setting, 300 instantiations of the scenario are
generated, and for each of them, 10 UEs are deployed in the
environment with random positions and orientations. The BI is
obtained according to Section III-B using the set of features
proposed in Section III-A. Specifically, the Real AdaBoost
algorithm is implemented considering NL = 600 one-level
CARTs as weak learners fit according to Section III-C.

Fig. 6 shows the feature relevance for the different features
exploited for BI in the InF-DH scenario according to the
method described in Section III-E. It can be observed that
the features contributing to BI are different in FR1 and
FR2. Specifically, time-based features are more effective in
FR1 while amplitude-based features are more effective in
FR2. Note that such analysis is scenario-dependent and there-
fore different environments may determine different feature
relevances.

The localization performance is evaluated by making use
of a 10-fold cross-validation technique [66]. Specifically, the
data used in the training phase are split as follows:

• 70% of the training data are used for training the BI
model, and identifying the number of iterations NI that
minimizes the ranging error in TOA estimation according
to Section II-A. While the selection of the best NI is
highly beneficial for SVE-based localization, in SI-based
localization such measurement refinement can be irrele-
vant or even detrimental given the ML-based approach
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Fig. 7. Localization performance in FR1. The performance is reported in terms of ECDF of the horizontal localization error for SI-based localization with
BI, SI-based localization without BI, and WLS-based localization with BI. The results are reported for (a) Case I; and (b) Case II.

of the algorithm. Therefore, for SI-based localization,
a simpler TOA estimation with NI = 1 is considered.

• 30% of the training data are used for determining the gen-
erative models for SI-based localization, which consist of
GMMs with 12 components, and estimating the DBI error
probabilities ϵ+1 and ϵ−1 for SI-based localization with
conventional NLOS identification according to (29).

The data not exploited in the training phase are used
in the online phase to quantify the performance gain pro-
vided by BI to SI-based localization and SVE-based local-
ization considering the different measurements described in
Section II-A. Results for localization based on the fusion of
DL-TOA and AOD, hereafter referred to as DL-FUS, are also
reported.

A. Results in FR1

Fig. 7a shows the ECDF of the horizontal localization error
in FR1 for the Case I of the InF-DH scenario. It can be
observed that WLS-based localization with BI provides an
accuracy of around 6 m at the 90th percentile for all the
measurements considered. Moreover, it can be observed that
conventional SI-based localization outperforms WLS-based
localization for all the configurations considered. The use of
BI in SI-based localization enables a further improvement.
In particular, at the 99th percentile, the localization error
is reduced from around 7 m to less than 4 m for all the
measurements considered. Note that very similar performance
is obtained with localization based on DL-TOA and on
UL-TOA despite the lowest transmitted power of SRS. Similar
performance is also obtained considering localization based on
RTT.

Fig. 7b shows the ECDF of the horizontal localization
error in FR1 for the Case II of the InF-DH scenario. It can
be observed that WLS-based localization with BI provides
performance comparable to the ones obtained with SI-based
localization at the percentiles over the 90th for all the mea-
surements considered. However, if BI is integrated into SI,

the localization error is reduced from around 8 m to less than
3.5 m at the 90th percentile.

B. Results in FR2

Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b show the ECDFs of the horizontal
localization error in FR2 for the Case I of the InF-DH scenario.
It can be observed that SI-based localization with BI con-
sidering DL-TOA, UL-TOA, and RTT measurements provide
similar perfrormance. Specifically, they achieve around 1 m
and 1.5 m localization error at the 80th and at the 90th
percentile, respectively. Moreover, it can be noticed that also
in FR2 SI-based localization with BI outperforms WLS-based
localization with BI, providing an accuracy improvement
of approximately 8 m for both DL-TOA and UL-TOA at
the 90th percentile. Such performance improvement is even
more noticeable at the 99th percentile, where the use of
BI in SI-based localization provides a performance gain of
approximately 10 m for both localization using DL-TOA and
UL-TOA with respect to WLS-based localization with BI.
Similar performance is obtained also for localization based
on RTT measurements. It can also be noticed that localization
based on AOD measurements determines approximately 3 m
of horizontal localization error at the 80th percentile using
SI-based localization with BI, which represents a significant
improvement when compared to the performance provided
by WLS-based localization with BI. Considering SI-based
localization with BI and fusing DL-TOA and AOD mea-
surements, a significant localization accuracy improvement at
every percentile is obtained with respect localization using
the single measurements. In particular, such approach enables
sub-meter localization accuracy at the 80th percentile and
1.56 m and 2.67 m of horizontal localization error at the 95th
and 99th percentile, respectively. Lastly, it can be observed
that SI-based localization with BI provides a significant per-
formance gain with respect to SI-based localization without
BI (Table III). For example, considering localization with
DL-TOA measurements, it can be observed that BI enables
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Fig. 8. Localization performance for Case I in FR2. The performance is reported in terms of ECDF of the horizontal localization error for (a) SI-based
localization with BI; and (b) SI-based localization with BI versus WLS-based localization with BI.

Fig. 9. Localization performance for Case II in FR2. The performance is reported in terms of ECDF of the horizontal localization error for (a) SI-based
localization with BI; and (b) SI-based localization with BI versus WLS-based localization with BI.

a performance gain of approximatively 2 m and 11 m at the
95th and at the 99th percentile, respectively.

Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b show the ECDFs of the horizontal
localization error in FR2 for the Case II of the InF-DH
scenario. It can be observed that SI-based localization with BI
considering DL-TOA and RTT measurements provide similar
perfrormance. Specifically, they achieve around 1.5 m and
3 m localization error at the 80th and at the 90th percentile,
respectively. Moreover, it can be noticed that at the 95th
percentile, the use of BI in SI-based localization provides
a performance gain of approximatively 7 m for localization
using DL-TOA or RTT measurements with respect to WLS-
based localization with BI. However, if SI-based localization
with BI is obtained considering UL-TOA measurements, the
localization accuracy is around 2.5 m and 5 m at the 80th and
at the 90th percentile, respectively. It can also be noticed
that localization based on AOD measurements determines
approximately 5 m of horizontal localization error at the 80th

percentile using SI-based localization with BI. This represents
a significant improvement when compared to the 9 m achieved
by WLS-based localization with BI at the same percentile.
Similarly to Case I, it can be observed that the fusion of
DL-TOA and AOD measurements is beneficial to the local-
ization performance. In particular, with this configuration the
localization error is around 1.2 m at the 80th percentile and
equal to 1.87 m and 2.98 m at the 90th and 95th percentile,
respectively. Lastly, it can be observed that SI-based local-
ization with BI provides a significant performance gain with
respect to SI-based localization without BI (Table III). For
example, considering localization with RTT measurements,
it can be observed that BI enables a performance gain of
approximatively 7 m at both the 95th and at the 99th percentile.

For all the configurations considered, it can be observed
that localization in Case II provides worse performance when
compared to Case I. This is due to the reduced number of
gNBs and becomes particularly relevant with UL localization
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TABLE II
RELEVANT LOCALIZATION ERROR PERCENTILES IN FR1 AND PERCENTUAL ACCURACY GAIN WITH RESPECT TO SI-BASED LOCALIZATION (–)

due to the lower transmitted power of SRS. It can also be
observed that in Case II BI is even more impactful than
in Case I. This is because the total positional information
provided by the SVEs is less with respect to Case I due to
the reduced number of gNBs.

Remark: BI is more effective in FR2 than in FR1. This
is because at high frequencies the signal attenuation due to
NLOS conditions is higher, thus the positional information
encapsulated by the SVEs is lower. Accordingly, BI plays
a fundamental role in performing accurate localization, espe-
cially when the positional information provided by the SVEs
is limited (e.g., in FR2 or with a reduced number of gNBs
available for localization).

C. BI Localization Performance Gain

This section evaluates the performance gain offered by
BI. In particular, results are obtained for all the localization
techniques considered in the previous sections, including
LS-based localization according to (2), and conventional
SI-based localization with DBI according to (29). The results
are reported at the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile both in terms
of horizontal localization error and in terms of percentual gain
with respect to conventional SI-based localization without BI.

Table II shows the localization performance in FR1. It can
be observed that the use of BI together with SI-based local-
ization enables a gain between 11% and 46% for Case I
and between 31% and 59% for Case II when compared to
conventional SI-based localization considering all the per-
centiles and measurements reported. In particular, the average
localization accuracy gain is 25% for Case I and 47% for
Case II. Moreover, it can be noticed that SI-based localization
with DBI is not able to provide a performance gain, despite the
over 90% NLOS identification accuracy of DBI, as reported
in Fig. 10a.

Table III shows the localization performance in FR2. It can
be observed that the use of BI together with SI-based local-
ization enables a gain between 23% and 70% for Case I and
between 18% and 68% for Case II when compared to conven-

Fig. 10. Confusion matrix of DBI in (a) FR1; and (b) FR2.

tional SI-based localization considering all the percentiles and
measurements reported. In particular, the average localization
accuracy gain is 43% for Case I and 40% in Case II. Moreover,
it can be noticed that SI-based localization with DBI in
almost every case provides worse performance with respect
to conventional SI-based localization, despite the around 85%
NLOS identification accuracy of DBI, as reported in Fig. 10b.
This is due to the limitations described in Section III-G of
the approach based on (29) and further demonstrates the
importance of the probabilistic information provided by BI.

Lastly, it can be observed that for all the measurements
considered, LS-based localization is not able to provide satis-
factory localization performance in both FR1 and FR2.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced the concept of blockage intelli-
gence (BI) to provide a probabilistic characterization of
wireless propagation conditions. Then, it discusses its inte-
gration in both single-value estimate (SVE)-based and soft
information (SI)-based localization algorithms. In particular,
a low-complexity BI method for providing an indicator that
encapsulates rich positional information on the non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) conditions is proposed for fifth generation (5G)
and beyond wireless networks. The performance gain provided
by BI is evaluated for different localization algorithms in
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) industrial scenarios
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TABLE III
RELEVANT LOCALIZATION ERROR PERCENTILES IN FR2 AND PERCENTUAL ACCURACY GAIN WITH RESPECT TO SI-BASED LOCALIZATION (–)

and compared with conventional binary NLOS identification.
Results show that BI provides significant performance gain to
both SVE-based and SI-based localization. In particular, BI
together with SI-based localization is able to largely outper-
form conventional localization approaches in both frequency
range 1 (FR1) and frequency range 2 (FR2). Indeed, BI
provides rich positional information which can be leveraged
to enhance location awareness in complex wireless environ-
ments. Results in 3GPP indoor factory scenarios show that
BI is a key enabler to achieve accurate localization in 5G
and beyond wireless networks operating in complex wireless
environments.
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